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Abstract
Today's classroom has a wide range of diversity. To meet these needs, students need
individualized instruction. Many classrooms today still present instruction through whole-group.
However, research has found this does not benefit students the way differentiated instruction can.
Differentiated instruction has two significant misunderstandings. One, teachers see it as they
must provide different lessons plans for each student's needs. Secondly, teachers think
differentiated instruction is only needed for students working below proficiency. However, with
the use of one-on-one reading conferences, teachers can meet all their students' diverse needs and
provide differentiated instruction.
Conferring is tailoring instruction to meet students' strengths in needs. This project
examines the use of one-on-one reading conferences to provide differentiated instruction. It will
provide the five types of effective conferring strategies to use during independent reading time.
Teachers providing independent reading time and conferring with all students increase students'
self-confidence and academic achievements and provide effective instruction.
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Chapter 1
Problem Statement
Teachers all across the country have students entering their classrooms at different
reading levels, and reading experiences. The one-size-fits-all reading instruction, does not meet
all students’ needs (Miller, 2009; Bigelman & Peterson, 2016). Teachers lack in providing
differentiated instruction, which would individualize instruction for each student during
independent reading (Serravallo & Goldberg, 2007). Teachers feel they lack support and explicit
models of how differentiated instruction relates to their classrooms (Bigelman & Peterson,
2016). Teachers see differentiated instruction as providing different lesson plans for each
student, but this is a misunderstanding among teachers (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016).
Differentiated instruction is understanding and respecting students’ educational needs.
Differentiated instruction needs a place in independent reading instruction because
reading is considered a fundamental skill that influences future academic achievement. The skill
of reading, and the will to read, are vitally important at the elementary level (Schiefele et al.,
2012). By teachers not differentiating instruction during independent reading, they are
guaranteeing they are not meeting the needs of all students and, therefore, being ineffective
(Bigelman & Peterson, 2016).
Importance and Rationale
This project is crucial for upper elementary teachers because teachers who continue to
teach whole-group lessons are guaranteeing they are not meeting the needs of all their students
(Bigelman & Peterson, 2016). They are disregarding the different learning styles of each of their
students (Subban, 2006). By not meeting students’ diverse needs in the classroom, it creates a
learning discrepancy for students of color, poverty, and English language learners (Bigelman &
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Peterson, 2016). This discrepancy is known as the achievement gap, in which there is a
continuing trend of lower test scores and reading levels in some populations of students
(Bigelman & Peterson, 2016). Consequently, educators have noticed this growing achievement
gap and are focused on closing the gap, and one way this can be achieved, as research has
shown, is through differentiated instruction (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016).
A crucial part of this project is independent reading to help support differentiation in the
classroom. Research has found the best way to improve reading is by reading; students need
daily opportunities to read self-selected texts to help increase motivation and engagement (Miller
& Moss, 2013). Allowing time for independent reading is necessary because studies have shown
that struggling readers frequently spend less time reading, and providing independent time in the
classroom to read will provide the necessary time to practice reading (Miller & Moss, 2013).
Schools are required and held accountable for demonstrating all students’ growth in
reading. This includes students considered to be working at grade level (Bigelman & Peterson,
2016). Teachers cannot just work with students with low proficiency in reading. Therefore,
teachers must acknowledge the vast differences in their students and accept those differences.
Teachers should account for each of their student’s strengths and limitations (Subban, 2006).
Accepting and acknowledging the different interests, backgrounds, reading levels, and languages
of their students increases students’ motivation and academic achievement. It also encourages
students to keep trying, but ignoring these differences and continuing the one-size-fits-all
instruction will continuously cause students to fall behind and lose motivation (Subban, 2006).
Research strongly shows that not all children learn the same way, so it is essential for teachers to
understand different learning tools and styles to support students (Subban, 2006).
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Background of the Project
Historically, the use of differentiated instruction has been around for centuries in
America. Since the beginning of the one-room schoolhouse, teachers have provided
differentiated instruction as they taught students from the ages of six to sixteen with little
supplies available (Tomlinson, 2014). However, as more students began to come to school,
public schools and graded classrooms were formed (McLouglin, 1972). By 1871, many schools
were now placing students into classrooms by grades, students of the same age in a classroom,
and the use of whole-group instruction came to the forefront as it was believed that students of
the same age were mentally the same (McLouglin, 1975).
Since the start of public school, differentiated instruction has made its way in and out of
the classroom importance. Before the 1900s, little thought was given to the idea of how students’
differences could affect their reading (Artley, 1981). During World War I, the problem of wholegroup instruction and students only reading books based on their grade level was brought to
attention. They found that enlisting young men could not read well enough to follow simple
instructions (Artley, 1981). This led to the movement of testing students’ capacity, and
achievement began. By completing these testing, researchers found that as students increased in
grade level, it was easier to see differences in achievements among students (Artley, 1981). In
1975 the All Handicapped Children Act, now known as Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act (IDEA), was signed. This act advocated for students of different disabilities for the chance of
education in the least restrictive environment (U.S. Department of Education, 2020). This act has
further shown teachers the variety of academic levels in their classroom, leading to the need for
differentiation of all learners.
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In 1967, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA provided federal money for
lower-income schools to help close the inequality gap in achievement. Schools had to show
accountability for meeting the needs and providing quality education to all students. Lots of
federal money went to increasing the number of books available in classrooms. During the 20th
century, the publishing of children’s books and young adult books increased, providing more
variety of books to students than before. During the 1970s to the early 2000s, many schools
adopted Sustained Silent Reading (SSR) or Drop Everything and Read (DEAR), both related to
silent independent reading. However, in 2000, the National Reading Panel released a report
stating that they had reviewed research studies on SSR and could not conclusively state whether
SSR improved or hurt reading comprehension. When this report was published, many schools
shifted their focus away from providing SSR or DEAR time during school because they saw the
report reporting that silent reading did not provide anything for students (Beers & Probst, 2017).
In 2001, the national government enacted the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), taking
the place of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. The No Child Left Behind Act
focused on improving reading and providing more books to schools with programs like Title 1
(National Conference of State Legislatures, 2021). NCLB implanted Reading First. Reading First
offered grant money for states with districts that adopted an approved scientifically based
reading program (Weigart, 2008). This was all done to help address the low reading achievement
across America. However, Reading First caused much controversy as it was perceived as
“overprescriptiveness” to teaching reading (Weigart, 2008). Researchers have found that in
schools where scripted programs are used for ten years or more, these students lag behind
students who have not had scripted programs as long or at all (Dress, 2012). Other problems
caused by scripted programs include teachers feeling rushed during lessons and not having
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enough time to reteach complex concepts (Dress, 2012). Scripted programs cause the problem of
treating the teaching of reading as a cookie recipe (Dress, 2012). There is little critical thinking,
imagination, or self-reflection need during these lessons (Dress, 2012). Teachers are expected to
read what the reading program has laid out, with little chance to address the individual needs of
their students.
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) (2015) replaced the No Child Left Behind Act. The
purpose of the ESSA is to “Provide all children significant opportunity to receive a fair,
equitable, and high-quality education, and to close educational achievement gaps” (Every
Student Succeeds Act, n.p.). This is the same belief that the act has always had since it was
called the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. This act required all states to adopt an
academic standard. The use of Common Core State Standards (CCSS) was an acceptable option.
When CCSS expectations came about teachers, that were used to teaching whole-group
instruction had troubles, as students were not meeting the standards (Bigelman & Peterson,
2016). Nonetheless, CCSS creates an opportunity for teachers to reconsider their instruction to
help students meet the standards by providing differentiation (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016).
However, in recent years providing differentiated instruction has been difficult for
teachers as the importance of standardized testing increases. For example, the state of Michigan
has put enormous pressure on teachers to increase their student growth by creating the Read by
Third Grade Law in 2019. This law focuses explicitly on students considered below or
significantly below grade level in English Language Arts. The identifying of students is based on
the state test (Michigan Department of Education, 2019). This increased focus on students below
grade level proficiency can significantly affect the chance of the teacher only working with
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students that are below reading proficiency. However, all students need to be challenged to
continue to grow in their learning.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this project is to support teachers in third through fifth grade in applying
differentiated instruction during independent reading through daily one-on-one conferences. This
project aims to be a resource that will empower teachers to differentiate during reading through
conferring. This project will provide teachers with professional development focused on
conferring with students. Teachers will also be provided a conferring notebook with resources to
administer reading conferences to help differentiate instruction effectively. Some resources will
include the type of conferences they can complete, typical conference procedures, a conference
note-taking page, and possible student goals and strategies teachers can teach. This project is not
geared to lower elementary grades. It is also not meant to be used as the only resource but to
support other materials the teacher may have.
Objectives of the Project:
1. To understand the importance of independent reading in providing differentiation during
reading conferences.
2. Teachers will be able to identify why providing reading conferences is essential.
3. Teachers will gain confidence in facilitating daily reading conferences with students. This
will be measured by teachers completing a survey rating their confidence and
understanding of reading conferences at the beginning of the year and end of the year.
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Definition of Terms
Conferring: Tailoring instruction to each student’s strengths and needs (Serravallo, 2017).
Differentiated Instruction: Allows all students to access the same classroom curriculum by
providing different entry points, learning tasks, and outcomes tailored to the student’s learning
needs (Watts-Taffe et al., 2012).
Independent Reading: The time students spend reading self-selected texts (Miller & Moss,
2013).
Reading proficiency: reading and comprehending at grade level.
Scope of Project
This project aims to support teachers in third through fifth grade in differentiating
instruction through one-on-one conferences during reading. This project creates a one-day
teacher professional development to support and enhance teachers’ understanding of how
differentiation can occur through conferences. This project is not intended to take the place of
curriculum. However, it should help schools apply reading instruction to all students and help
identify students who may be struggling with reading. This project was created to be used in the
general education classroom, but it could be modified and used in the special education
classroom. This project focuses on conferring with students during independent reading. It will
not address other reading techniques like reading with a partner and book clubs and how
conferring can occur during these.
Some of the factors beyond my control include teacher buy-in that conferring during
reading is a way to create differentiated instruction and the confidence teachers have in
administering conferences. A vital component of this project is independent reading, and I
cannot control the beliefs teachers have towards the effectiveness of applying daily independent
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reading in their classrooms. In addition to teacher buy-in, it will be crucial to have administrative
support in implementing reading conferences to support differentiation in independent reading in
third through fifth grades. In addition, another factor out of my control is student participation
during independent reading, along with bringing materials to conferences and applying strategies
the teacher models. I cannot also control if students have books that interest them in reading
independently, which increases their motivation to read and apply strategies.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
Introduction
Students need to learn how to interact with the text because reading is an action sport in
the sense that all the action takes place in the reader's mind (Keene & Zimmermann, 2007).
Studies have continuously shown that students need to spend a sufficient amount of time every
day reading. They need to read text that will challenge them, as well as have a clear purpose and
focus their reading. Nothing can replace or be more critical than independent reading time
(Keene & Zimmermann, 2007). In order to learn to read, children need to read, but they also
need instructional support (Miller & Moss, 2 013). One-size-fits-all instruction, teaching from
the basal reader, only supports some students in reading instruction (Miller & Moss, 2013). With
conferring, teachers can meet students' strengths and weaknesses by differentiating the
instruction for their needs. This chapter is organized by the following. First, this chapter will
discuss the theoretical background to support the importance of conferences with elementary
students during independent reading time. This will be followed by the literature review that will
explore independent silent reading, differentiated instruction, differentiation with independent
reading through conferences, and elements of literacy conferences. Next, there will be a
summary that will provide key research findings. Finally, the conclusion will explain how the
research reviewed in this chapter will support and inform this project's description in the next
chapter.
Theory/Rationale
Social Constructivism Theory
Vygotsky, a key theorist, saw the student-teacher relationship as a collaboration that
creates meaningful social interaction. This interaction creates engagement in both the student and
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teacher and a time for instruction and scaffolding by the teacher (Subban, 2006). This
collaboration is exactly what reading conferences create. The teacher and student work together
to develop a reading goal and then meet often to discuss ways to reach this goal and how the
student is working on the goal independently. Constructivism in teaching is adapting and
differentiating instruction to meet student needs (Hersi & Bal, 2021). Learning, according to
Vygotsky, is a continuous movement from the actual intellectual level to one that reaches more
the learner's potential (Amineh & Asl, 2015). This leans to the learner's Zone of Proximal
Development (Amineh & Asl, 2015).
Zone of Proximal Development
Vygotsky described the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) as "The distance between
the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of
potential development as determined through problem-solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers" (Iddings et al., 2009). Vygotsky saw reading and
understanding as a social interaction. When students work with the most knowledgeable others
(MKOs), someone with more knowledge on the subject than they currently have, students build
and increase their ZPD (Cherry, 2020). Teachers, being the MKOs in literacy, can help students
move from dependent learners to independent learners (Venketsamy & Sibanda, 2021). One-onone reading conferences are a way for students to gain that support and knowledge to reach a
zone they can complete with support from a knowledgeable person (Bates, 2016). Teaching in
students ZPD is not always feasible, especially during whole group lessons. Using student's ZPD
during independent one-on-one conferences can best support the differentiation needs for
students to be successful (Lewis, 2017). Part of reaching a student's ZPD is that the student is
first guided on how to do it by a teacher with purposeful instruction and activities (Subban,
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2006). Differentiated instruction relates to ZPD as the teacher meets the student's independent
level and gives them instruction, practice, and feedback from a zone they can do independently
to a zone they can do with some assistance (Magableh & Abdullah, 2021).
Scaffolding
Scaffolding occurs when the MKO provides support and assistance for the student to
achieve a task and eventually be able to work on a skill independently (Cherry, 2020). A major
component of successfully implementing scaffolding requires the teacher to identify what the
student can achieve independently and what they can achieve with support, their ZPD
(Valderrama et al., 2018). Thus, scaffolding needs come from the student's Zone of Proximal
Development (Bates, 2016). The purpose of scaffolding is to build interest in a subject, help the
student engage in the subject, and break the given task into smaller tasks (Bates, 2016).
Scaffolding is a significant component in reading conferences. While the teacher and student
confer, the teacher and student are engaged in discussion about the student's reading goal or
strategy they are working on. During conferences, the student has an ultimate goal, and the
teacher helps them reach it by giving them smaller strategies that can help them achieve this
goal. The teacher will give the student guidance and time to practice the strategy while providing
feedback to help the student reach a new zone of proximal development. Scaffolding is
implemented differently for each student during reading conferences, allowing differentiation
(Clark & Graves, 2004).
Research/Evaluation
Differentiated Instruction
In today's classrooms, there are no two students that are the same. Students learn in all
different ways. Puzio et al. (2020) found that in 2016, according to the U.S. Department of
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Education, "13% of the U.S. K–12 student body has an Individualized Education Plan (IEP), 9%
are English language learners, and up to 7% would meet the federal definition of gifted" (p.460).
Classrooms have a wide range of learners, and they also have a wide range of cultural and
linguistic backgrounds with different interests (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016; Puzio et al., 2020;
Subban, 2006). Along with this, classrooms have students of all different educational needs, and
teachers need to implement differentiated instruction. Differentiated instruction is the
understanding that one size does not fit all when it comes to education. When stating the
definition of differentiated instruction, many studies use the definition by an expert in the field,
Carol Ann Tomlinson. Tomlinson defined differentiated instruction as "students learn best when
their teachers accommodate the differences in their readiness levels, interests and learning
profile" (Subban, 2006, p. 940). Differentiated instruction is the idea that teachers can fully use
students' ability to give instruction (Subban, 2006). Differentiation is not creating new and
different lesson plans for each student, especially in literacy; it allows different approaches to
help students be successful, increase engagement, and challenge students (Puzio et al., 2020).
The use of differentiated instruction to meet student needs is not a new term. Schools and
government lawmakers have seen the importance of providing high-quality education for all
students by meeting where the student is at. These school districts and lawmakers have added
differentiation into education laws, especially in teacher quality instruction and teacher
development. Lawmakers have also provided federal money to help support these differentiated
needs (Puzio et al., 2020). Differentiation instruction is in many schools right now is through
Response to Intervention (RTI). Although RTI can be different in framework, most follow the
same three-tier elements to identify and support students. By providing different instructional
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needs with different educators (Puzio et al., 2020). RTI can be applied to all students (WattsTaffe et al., 2012).
Differentiated instruction can be done through context, process, and product
differentiation (Puzio et al., 2020). With context differentiation, students could be reading
different books, like in independent reading. Context differentiation also has students working on
different topics, such as having lower spellers working on short vowel words and the rest of the
students working with regular grade-level words (Puzio et al., 2020). Differentiation can be done
through the process. The process allows students to do different tasks, like different activities or
projects, to display their understanding of the subject or reading skill. Process differentiation can
also be using different tools, which will help the student read and comprehend, like listening to a
book or using sentence guide strips (Puzio et al., 2020). Finally, differentiation can be through a
product. Product differentiation allows students to display and perform their learning differently
and choose how they want to do that, such as reading a speech or a poem or writing a poem or
essay (Puzio et al., 2020).
Independent Silent Reading
Independent silent reading is also known by many other acronyms such as sustained
silent reading (SSR), drop everything and read (DEAR), daily independent reading time (DIRT),
or uninterrupted sustained silent reading (USSR). No matter what it is called, overall, they all
share a characteristic. They are all a time when students are reading a self-choice book on their
own (Gardiner, 2005). However, independent reading does have one significant difference. It is
no longer the teacher staying back and modeling how to silent read, but interacting with students
as support, offering guidance and feedback (Trude l, 2007).
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Many studies have supported the findings that the more time students spend reading, the
better reading proficiency and academic achievements are obtained (Garan & DeVoogd, 2008;
Marinka & Gambrell, 2016; Sanden, 2012). Educational researcher Stephen Krashen (2004)
found that the longer independent reading was in place for students throughout their educational
career, the higher their probability of reading proficiency and academic achievement. Kylene
Beers and Robert Probst (2017) found nine reasons students need to read more, along with the
effects of reading; students will build knowledge, improve achievement, increase motivation,
increase vocabulary, improve writing, build background knowledge, improve understanding of
text structures, develop empathy, and develop a personal identity. Literacy instruction
professionals Debbie Miller and Barbara Moss (2013) found that independent reading can
"improve students' oral reading accuracy, increase reading rate, improve reading expression, and
increase reading comprehension" (p.12). Beers and Probst (2017) also stated that a student in the
30th percentile that reads about two minutes per day reads about 106,000 words per year.
However, if ten minutes of focused silent reading is added to this student's day, they will read
694,889 words per year.
English language learners, students with learning disabilities, and striving readers can see
the most benefit from given opportunities to read (Miller & Moss, 2013). With that, Siah and
Kwok (2010) found in their research, if students do not read, they will have problems with their
self-confidence and motivation to learn as they progress in school. According to Gambrell
(2011), the easiest way to motivate students is to allow them to self-select books for their reading
time. When students are given a chance to choose what they read, they see it as control over what
they learn, creating ownership and responsibility. Allowing choice in what students read also
provides intrinsic motivation (Gambrell, 2011). They are also more likely to learn from what
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they read and comprehend it better when they choose the book (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016).
Furthermore, allowing students to self-select builds their self-esteem as readers and decisionmakers (Miller & Sharp, 2018).
For students to become independent readers, they need daily chances to read texts in the
classroom, and texts should be ones the student has self-selected. Students also need explicit
instruction and modeling on what, why, and how readers read. Students will also need the chance
to read many different types of books and have access to various texts such as online books,
graphic novels, and picture books (Miller & Moss, 2013). Students will also need to feel the
support from the teacher during this time, and finally, they need to be able to talk or write about
what they have read (Miller & Moss, 2013; Trudel, 2007). If students are not given time to be
readers and apply what they have learned in direct instruction with a book of their choosing, they
will never improve as readers or build endurance (Miller, 2009). The amount of time given to
students daily to read independently self-selected books has been seen to affect their motivation
to read (Gambrell, 2011). When students are given a chance to practice reading repeatedly and
see it as an essential aspect of the classroom, they will be motivated to read and improve in their
reading (Gambrell, 2011).
Elements of Independent Reading
The structure of independent reading often follows the structure of what is known as the
reader's workshop. By implementing this structure, teachers create a predictable daily routine for
students in which they know they have an opportunity to practice and get support, which allows
the teacher to differentiate instruction (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016). The reader's workshop
structure starts with the teacher giving a focused lesson to the whole class, which the teacher
models, and teaches the students a specific reading skill or strategy, which is usually only 7 to 10
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minutes (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016; Boushey & Moser, 2014). This is followed by students
completing their independent reading time in which they are given a chance to authentically
practice what they have learned in their own book choice (Miller & Moss, 2013). Students will
be practicing the focus lesson with their book, but they should be using a notebook or sticky
notes to demonstrate their understanding of the skill (Boushey & Moser, 2014). Filling out their
notebooks or sticky notes allows students to show their engagement with the text and
demonstrate their understanding of the strategy they learned.
Independent reading should be each day and about 30 minutes, according to Brannan et
al. (2020). However, to accommodate for classroom schedules, this time does not have to be all
in one session. Telling students it is time for independent reading is not enough though, teachers
must give students a clear purpose for reading and be able to read a self-selected book. Teachers
can help students make sure they have appropriate, just-right books and try multiple genres
throughout the year by providing a diverse classroom library. Since students have all different
interests and abilities in reading, a classroom library with various genres and text levels is
essential (Miller & Moss, 2013). Classroom libraries can affect students' desires to read, making
it essential that it provides a variety of high-quality texts and is organized well. (Brannan et al.,
2020). As well, independent reading students should be completing reading but not completely
silent. During the independent reading time, there should be chatter as students discuss books
and strategies with other students or the teacher during one-on-one conferences. Along with
choosing their book, students need to choose their own space to read around in the classroom
because comfort is crucial to students' ability to read for an extended time (Boushey & Moser,
2014). After completing independent reading time, the teacher should allow five to ten minutes
for discussion as a class. During this time, students can reflect and share about their book or their
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strategies. At this time, the teacher can reflect on students' discussion and reinforce any reading
skills needed (Boushey & Moser, 2014). By allowing students time to discuss books, a teacher is
honoring their voice, their reading experiences and helps keep the desire for reading going
(Miller & Sharp, 2018).
Differentiated Instruction with Independent Reading
Differentiated instruction can be used regularly during independent reading because one
of the key ways to differentiate in literacy is through text. Puzio et al. (2020) reported on the
Archambault survey completed in 1995, which was the most extensive survey conducted with
3,456 responses by third and fourth-grade teachers. The survey asked the teachers about 39
instructional practices, and the researchers found that the most common way teachers use
differentiation is in the use of context differentiation. They complete this by using different level
books to help all students. Text differentiation is simply having students reading different books,
which could be different genres of books or different levels of books, like chapter books or
chapter books with pictures (Puzio et al., 2020). As stated earlier in the independent reading
literature review, one of the best ways to increase motivation for students to read is to allow them
to choose their reading materials, which helps them be part of their learning (Bigelman &
Peterson, 2016; Gambrell, 2011).
Another differentiation instruction that can be implemented during independent reading is
tool differentiation. These are different materials available to the student to be able to read and
comprehend. Tool differentiation could include a computer program in which students listen to a
story and still work on the necessary skills. Teachers could use text with different font sizes or
reading guide strips, which are also ways to meet students where they are at and allow them to be
successful and motivated to read (Puzio et al., 2020). During independent reading, teachers want
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students to be interacting with the text and working on a skill they have modeled. To complete
this, teachers usually have students fill out a notebook demonstrating the reading strategy taught
for whole-group lessons or during reading conferences. However, this task can be differentiated
to engage students as they work on their own. Students could be writing in their notebook, using
sticky notes, typing, some might be drawing pictures, asking questions, or even some might be
given sentence starters (Boushey & Moser, 2014).
Differentiated instruction often is thought about only for struggling students. However, it
is a teaching method that needs to be used for all learners. Reis et al. (2011) found that even
when classrooms have advanced materials for students that are working above grade level,
students often did not use these materials because they were not guided to try the material or
because teacher time was limited and more focused on students identified as below grade level.
Puzio et al. (2020) cited a study where teachers self-reported about the modifications they make
for students. These teachers stated they were more likely to make modifications for students
identified as struggling than for students labeled gifted. Bigelman and Peterson (2016) found that
the research supports that differentiated instruction can still be beneficial for skilled readers. Any
teacher can easily differentiate instruction for students using independent reading and reading
conferences to discuss strategies and goals the student is working on or as a class they are
working on.
Differentiated Instruction with Literacy Conferences
In order for students to grow and for teachers to gage student understanding of materials,
teachers need to be an active participant during independent reading (Miller & Moss, 2013). In
order to be this active participant, teachers are interacting with students by guiding them through
strategies, monitoring, and holding students accountable for their reading during independent
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reading time (Miller & Moss, 2013). Completing reading conferences during independent
reading time is an excellent way for a teacher to actively help students achieve read goals, help
students understand strategies, and observe student reading by tailoring instruction to meet
students' strengths and needs (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016; Serravallo, 2019). Reading
conferences are a way to help increase student engagement, have discussions about books with
students, provide more instruction through feedback and guidance, set reading goals, or assess
what the student knows (Gill, 2000; Bigelman & Peterson, 2016). Reading conferences also hold
the student accountable for reading and working on skills during independent reading time.
Without the teacher monitoring and frequent discussion with students, the teacher is just trusting
that the student is reading and working on their strategy (Reutzel et al., 2008). Researchers
Hudson and Williams (2015) found that after completing a year of independent reading with oneon-one conferences in one of the researchers, Alida Hudson's classroom, students' average
growth was 45%, equivalence to about five reading levels.
What does a conference look like? Reading conferences can be anywhere between two
to five minutes. This short amount of time allows for the teacher to assess multiple different
aspects of reading, as well, provides an opportunity for the teacher to meet individually with four
or five students a day, and ultimately be able to meet with each student once a week (Bigelman
& Peterson, 2016). Reading conferences should meet targeted instructional needs based on prior
assessment and on-going assessment, observations, and data collecting at each meeting
(Bigelman & Peterson, 2016). Bigelman and Peterson (2016) made it clear in their on-going
research that assessment does not mean the teacher requires the students to complete more
testing. However, simply the teacher and student both need to be part of the conference and talk
and listen about their strengths in the strategy, what can they improve on and continue to work
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on. Since the teacher and the student work together in assessing during reading conferences, it is
vital that the teacher keeps records of each conference and reviews them often. These notes can
help the teacher remember past conferences discussions and future teaching points they wish to
make (Pletcher & Christenson, 2017).
Most conferences will follow the same structure. First, the teacher will have the student
read aloud each time a little from their independent reading book. The amount they read depends
on the student the teacher is conferencing with; it could be a paragraph, it could be a page, or it
could be multiple pages. The read-aloud part of the conference is important because the teacher
will then be able to evaluate the student's fluency, comprehension of retelling the text, and
comprehension by answering other questions the teacher may ask (Miller & Moss, 2013). Then
together, the teacher and student will discuss their reading strategy or personal reading goal, and
the teacher will provide any additional support or guidance the student may need. However, all
instruction should be focused on the student's needs, along with their strengths, in order for the
student to be able to continue to work on the strategy independently (Puzio et al., 2020). During
reading conferences, Porath (2014) suggested, one of the essential parts of a reading conference
is listening. Listening to the student talk about their thinking during reading and what meaning
they are concluding from it is vital. A teacher can help them focus on a specific part or ask for
more information, but a teacher cannot learn from a student unless they listen to the student,
meaning the student should be leading most of the discussion.
Types of Literacy Conferences
Assessment conferences. During a reading assessment conference, the teacher is
assessing what the student can do (Serravallo, 2019). In order for a teacher to effectively run an
assessment conference, they need to ask questions in a conversational way that will allow the
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student to answer and feel comfortable and not interrogated. Questions are related to possible
reading goals for the student (Serravallo, 2019). The goal of this conference is that the teacher is
able to listen to the student's responses while providing little feedback or praise to the student's
answers, to really understand what the reader can do on their own and to be able to start
determining a reading goal, or strategies to teach next conference (Serravallo, 2019).
Goal setting conference. Setting a reading goal is an important part of reading
conferences. For some conferences that will be the focus, but all conferences will be related to
the student's personal reading goals. Reading goals help the student reach potential beyond what
they can already do (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016). Researchers have found strong evidence to
support that setting goals helps increase student motivation and can affect behavior (CabralMarquez, 2015). They have also found that there are many behavioral and cognitive benefits for
students when they set and achieve goals, like self-efficacy (Cabral-Marquez, 2015). Having
students focus on a specific goal helps increase their reading performance because they are
provided guidance and actions needed for success in the goal (Cabral-Marquez, 2015). In a goal
setting conference, the teacher helps the student make a meaningful goal based on the student's
strengths and where the student can grow (Serravallo, 2019). The student needs to be part of the
goal setting process in order to be intrinsically motivated (Serravallo, 2019). According to
Jenifer Serravallo (2019), a lead researcher in reading literacy, a goal setting conference is about
five minutes. It will begin with teacher guidance of self-reflection as a reader or looking at work
samples the teacher provides. Together, the teacher and student will come up with a reading goal
that is in kid-friendly language. The goal should be something the student will be able to work on
for a few weeks with guidance, support, and feedback. The success a student has in achieving
their reading goal depends enormously on the support and feedback provided to the student
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(Cabral-Marquez, 2015). The teacher then teaches the student a reading strategy that can help the
student achieve their reading goal, followed by giving the student support as they practice the
strategy (Serravallo, 2019).
Compliment conferences. These conferences are often very short and rely on giving
students feedback on their reading strategy or goal. Since this conference is about giving
feedback, the feedback must be specific, clear and elaborated upon (Serravallo, 2019). The
teacher's feedback should focus on what they saw instead of saying good job or I like the way
you did this (Serravallo, 2019). When giving a compliment feedback, the teacher should name
the strategy, explain why this strategy is helpful, and give examples from what the student read
aloud or wrote (Serravallo, 2019). When completing this type of conference, the teacher begins
by asking questions about what the student is working on and/or observe the student reading.
Then the teacher decides a strategy the student is using and provides feedback on what they did
and why it is helpful (Serravallo, 2019).
Research-compliment-teach conferences. For these conferences, the teacher's purpose
is to research a strategy that will be most beneficial for the student's reading goal. The
conference will start with the teacher asking how their reading goal is going and looking at past
conference notes. This is the research part; all research is related to the student's goal. For
example, if their goal is comprehension, a teacher can ask them to retell the story, noticing what
elements of the plot they are describing. (Serravallo, 2019). Allowing students time to express
how they feel their reading is going lets the student know that they are being held accountable
for using strategies being taught during conferences. The teacher is also allowing the student to
advocate for themselves, expressing what needs they might have (Serravallo, 2019). It also helps
the teacher understand the student's needs or the possibility that they can now do this strategy
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independently. Asking students how they are doing with their reading is essential because often,
a few days will pass before the teacher can meet with a student again, and it lets the teacher
know how they are progressing (Serravallo, 2019). After the student has stated how they are
feeling, the teacher will find one thing to compliment them on and one thing to teach. First,
teachers should complement one strategy they are doing well related to their goal. Next, the
teacher will explain step by step how to do the new strategy that will build on the student's
strengths (Serravallo, 2019). Finally, in this conference, the teacher will support the student as
they practice this strategy.
Coaching conferences. These conferences focus on just the teaching part of conferences
previously mentioned. Therefore, these conferences are only on teaching the student a new
strategy or a previous strategy that the teacher knows the student is struggling with. These
conferences are often short—only a couple of minutes. Teachers should use this type of
conferring when they know exactly what they would like to teach a student or review with them,
and then allow the student time to practice the strategy and provide feedback (Serravallo, 2019).
Research-compliment-teach conferences and coaching conferences are both conference types
that the teacher will use when adding new strategies for the student, practicing a previously
taught strategy, or monitoring how the student is progressing in their reading goal (Serravallo,
2019).
Summary
Studies have continuously shown that nothing can replace or is more critical than
allowing independent reading time (Keene & Zimmermann, 2007). In order for students to
increase their reading proficiency, they need to practice reading. Research has shown that
allowing students at least 30 minutes a day to read a self-choice book independently can
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significantly increase their reading proficiency (Brannan et al., 2020). However, students cannot
just be told to read and be expected to understand how to comprehend when reading
independently. Students must be explicitly taught with modeling on what, why, and how readers
read (Miller & Moss, 2013). Teachers need to interact with students to teach them how to engage
in reading, and one way to do this is through one-on-one conferences. This belief is through
social constructivism the key theory supporting the use of conferences (Subban, 2006). This vital
interaction and relationship collaboration help support student’s zone of proximal development
(ZPD) (Subban, 2006). The zone of proximal development is what the student knows and
understands independently to what the student can do with scaffolding and encouragement from
knowledgeable others. Reaching all students’ ZPD is not always feasible during whole group
instruction, but a teacher can reach ZPD by completing one-on-one conferences (Lewis, 2017).
To effectively run a reading conference, teachers must scaffold materials and strategies needed
so that students can eventually complete the skill independently (Cherry, 2020). One-on-one
conferences allow teachers to provide students differentiated instruction in reading by
understanding students’ strengths and weaknesses and providing necessary support (Lewis,
2017).
In today’s classrooms, there are no two students the same. All students have different
educational needs, and teachers need to implement differentiated instruction to meet these needs.
Context differentiation can be done through independent reading, allowing students to choose the
books they read and completing one-on-one reading conferences with each student (Puzio et al.,
2020). Teachers completing conferences allows them to be actively involved in students
learning, observe students reading, and help students achieve goals (Bigelman & Peterson,
2016). Reading conferences have many different forms they can take. Teachers can administer a
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conference by completing one of the five types of conferences, assessment, goal-setting,
compliment, research-compliment, and coaching to meet the needs of their students. Although
there are different types of conferences, they all follow a similar structure of meeting with the
student for about two to five minutes. Conferences can support a skill students need from ten
minutes whole-group focus lesson or skills that will support students’ reading goal. While
conferring, teachers should ask the student how they feel their reading work is going, having
them read aloud, reinforce a reading strategy or teach a new one, and finally provide support as
students practice the strategy (Miller & Moss, 2013). Conferences are essential for teachers to
meet students’ different needs, understand students’ strengths and weaknesses, and increase
accountability and engagement during independent reading (Miller & Moss, 2013).
Conclusions
Independent reading is a time when all students can read books that are at their reading
level. Independent reading time is also when the teacher can be actively involved in each
student's reading needs through one-on-one conferences. Reading conferences allow the teacher
to provide differentiated instruction for all students, not just the students considered at risk.
Conferences allow the teacher to implement instructional needs and scaffold instruction
effectively. For conferences to show the true impact on students' reading growth, accountability,
and self-confidence, they must happen consistently, with constant assessment.
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Chapter Three: Project Description
Introduction:
Every classroom has a diverse need of students in reading instruction. Some students are
below grade level or above grade level, and then many students fall in the middle of these two
groups. How can a teacher reach all these different needs? By using differentiated instruction
(Tomlinson, 2000). An effective form of differentiated instruction to meet students’ strengths
and needs is reading conferences (Serravallo, 2019). Reading conferences provides a type of
differentiation that whole-group or small-group instruction cannot (Pletcher & Christensen,
2017). This project provides a solution to the problem of teachers not providing effective
differentiated reading instruction in upper elementary grades by providing an outline for teachers
to use for daily reading conferences in their classroom as students are independently reading.
This is an effective way to provide constant instruction and feedback on reading (Serravallo,
2017).
This introduction is followed by project components that will explain all appendices,
resources that teachers can use during reading conferences, followed by project evaluation to
measure students’ and teachers’ confidence and effectiveness of reading conferences, then by an
outline for implementing reading conferences. This chapter will then finish with a conclusion,
which is thoughts about this project from previous chapters.
Project Components
Teachers should provide the same expectations for every student’s learning. However,
this does not mean that all students have the same instruction (Bigelman & Peterson, 2016).
Differentiated instruction is understanding that one-size-fits-all instruction does not fit all
(Bigelman & Person, 2016). A powerful way for teachers to reach and engage a reader is by
simply spending five to ten minutes engaging in discussion with them (Harvey & Ward, 2016).
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The National Center for Education Statistics in 2019 found that 36% of fourth-graders believed
that they could definitely read. To get better at reading, students must practice reading every day,
and not just when work is finished (Miller & Moss, 2013). Providing independent reading time
of self-selected books increases engagement and desire to read. By conferring with students,
teachers gather information about how the students are doing as readers and can identify areas of
growth.
This project provides several components for teachers to successfully implement reading
conferences to differentiate reading instruction successfully. This project creates a resource for
teachers teaching third through fifth grade at Central Elementary, who must begin implementing
daily reading conferences. Many of the resources will be discussed and provided to teachers
during a one-hour professional development (PD) during the summer of 2021 (Appendix A).
Some resources will be provided by paper and pencil and electronically through a shared Google
folder.
A teacher survey will be sent out via Google forms before the PD session to determine
teacher confidence and understanding of reading conferences and how they can provide
differentiated instruction (Appendix B). Each question will be answered or explained during the
one-hour PD. The survey will serve as a reference point for what teachers already understand or
need more support on.
Just like establishing a purpose for reading is a way to engage students, establishing a
reason for conferring with students is essential for teachers and students to understand. Teachers
will be given a handout that gives a brief understanding of reading conferences and sources for
further exploration (Appendix C). This will be an easy-access source for teachers to remember
the purpose of reading conferences as the year continues.
Conferences
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Reading conferences allow for the teacher to differentiate instruction to meet students’
literacy needs. Consistently meeting with students during independent reading times holds
students accountable, while also providing individualized instruction and guidance (Miller &
Moss, 2013). The presentation will provide participants with typical reading conference
procedures as a bookmark (Appendix D). The presentation will first take participates through a
typical conference because although there are different types of conferences, they will also use
many of the same steps. A vital part of reading conferences is taking notes. Participants will be
provided a conference notebook to use during all reading conferences (Appendix E). Appendix E
is available as paper and pencil or electronically in a shared Google folder. A teacher who takes
notes can diagnose, create, and adjust as necessary to meet each student’s needs (Boushey &
Behne, 2020). Also included in the conference notebook is a blank calendar to schedule reading
conferences. This helps students know that teachers hold themselves and students accountable
for their reading (Boushey & Behne, 2020). Also in the notebook is a “keeping track of
conferences” sheet. This is to help more easily keep track when meeting with students. This
tracking sheet is not meant to make sure all students meet the same number of times. Rather,
teachers should be using conferences to help differentiate instruction, and some students will
need to meet more than others (Boushey & Behne, 2020). The final pieces included in the
conference notebook are example goals and strategies reference page for teachers and goals page
for students to keep in their notebook.
The next portion of the presentation will describe the different types of conferences that
they may complete throughout the year (Appendix F). The types of conferences teachers will
learn about include assessment, goal-setting, compliment, research-compliment, and coaching.
Jennifer Serravallo (2019), an established author on reading conferences, suggests starting with
the assessment conference to get to know your students, then help all students set a reading goal.
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Once all students have a reading goal, teachers can move on to the other types of
conferences. To learn more about these types of conferences teachers will attend monthly
professional learning community meetings (PLCs) (Appendix G). The implementation of PLCs
will be vital in how effective reading conferences are at Central Elementary, as well as growing
teachers’ confidences. Research has shown one-time teacher professional developments do not
hold sustainability, however on-going, job-embedded learning and discussions with others allow
teachers to apply learning into their classrooms and problem solve (Morgan & Bates, 2018).
Teachers will also each month complete a reflection on conferences during PLCs. This will help
me assess how conferences are going in each classroom and how I can provide support. Other
questions and concerns teachers have about conferences will be addressed at this time.
Why Independent Reading?
The next portion of the presentation will guide participants through what the other
students will be doing while they are conferring. Students will be completing independent
reading of a self-selected book. Independent reading is important, because the more opportunities
students are given to read, the better (Miller& Moss, 2013). Students will never build capacity or
endurance as readers without spending time reading (Miller, 2009). During independent reading
time, students are reading a self-selected book, which is one of the best ways to develop
motivation and comprehension (Miller & Moss, 2013). Self-selection of books is crucial because
it helps teachers differentiate instruction. Text differentiation allows all students to work at a
book at their reading level or with their just-right book (Puzio et al., 2020). Students can learn
best when their teachers accommodate the differences in their readiness levels, interests, and
learning profile (Subban, 2006). For independent reading to be successful and improve students
reading skills, the teacher needs to participate by monitoring actively, interacting with them, and
holding students accountable for reading (Miller & Moss, 2013). Teachers completing reading
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conferences can meet the needs of their students. To help hold students accountable and be more
engaged in their reading during independent reading time, they need to be part of the process of
setting a goal (Serravallo, 2019) (Appendix H).
Project Evaluation
The effectiveness of this project will be assessed in three different ways. The teacher and
student surveys will complete the first form of evaluation. Teachers will be completing a prereading conference survey before their PD in the summer of 2021, as stated before in Appendix
B. In May of 2022, the same teachers will be sent a Google form to assess how they felt about
reading conferences at the end of the year (Appendix I). Both surveys were completed using
Google forms to make easy comparisons between the two surveys and if teachers felt
implementing reading conferences was beneficial. Students will also complete a Google form
survey at the beginning of the year (Appendix J) and end of the year (Appendix K) to determine
if they found reading conferences beneficial.
Another form of evaluation for this project is through observations. I will complete
observations with teachers present for the presentation to determine if they are completing
reading conferences and if students can complete reading independently on their own. The final
way this project will be evaluated is through reading test scores. The teachers of Central
Elementary are required to complete AimsWeb Plus, and Starr reading in the fall, winter, and
spring each year. These three data points will be analyzed to assess student growth through the
year, and the possibility of the positive effect independent reading and reading conferences had
on students.
Project Conclusions
Students’ need for differentiated instruction has been crucial in the educational world for
many years. Vygotsky, in 1978, talked about the student’s Zone of Proximal Development, the
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area of learning a student can complete independently, and the need for scaffolding. With
reading conferences and independent reading, the teacher can meet the student’s Zone of
Proximal Development and the need for scaffolding. Teachers can achieve differentiated
instruction by having the student read a self-selected book at their independent reading level.
Secondly, by meeting with the student through conferences, the teacher can provide individual
guidance and practice. Differentiated instruction is a necessary part of reading instruction as
students come into the classroom with various abilities and all students need to be met where
they are and challenged (Bigelman & Petersons 2016).
Project Implementation
The implementation of this project will be presented to third through fifth grade teachers
at a professional development session in the summer of 2021. This project was created for the
teachers of Central Elementary in White Pigeon, MI with the purpose that teachers would be able
to use the tools shared at the professional development to help implement daily reading
conferences to support differentiated literacy instruction in the classroom. Although, it was
created in mind for these teachers, it could be modified for other school districts and grade levels
or individual needs.
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Appendix B: Teacher survey
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Appendix C: Conference information handout
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Appendix D: Conference procedures bookmark
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Appendix E: Conference notebook
Paper and Pencil version
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Appendix E: Conference notebook
Paper and pencil version
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Appendix E: Conference notebook
Paper and pencil version
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Appendix E: Conference notebook
Online version
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Appendix E: Conference notebook
Online version
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Appendix E: Conference notebook
Online version
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Appendix E: Conference notebook
Goals and Strategies for Conference Notebook
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Appendix F: Conference types
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Appendix G:

Monthly PLCs Agenda – third Friday of the month
1. Welcome
2. Self-reflection – collect for ongoing assessment of teachers
a. I am completing daily conferences?
0 – not at all
1 – 1 day a week
2 – 2 days a week
3 – 3 days a week
4 – 4 days a week
5 – 5 days a week
b. I feel I am completing meaningful conferences
1 – disagree
2 – somewhat agree
3 – agree
c. I am confident in completing a conference
1 – I am not confident
2 – I am somewhat confident
3 – I am more confident than last month
4 – I have always felt confident about completing conferences
d. Belief in conferences
1 – I don’t think conferences are helping my students
2 – I believe conferences are somewhat helping my students
3 – I believe conferences are helping my students and I can see improvements in
students
3. Review of meeting norms
4. Check-ins
a. Positives
b. Questions/concerns
c. How can I support
5. Monthly discussions
a. Sept. – how to assess, tools to assess, assessment conferences
b. Oct. – possible student goals, goal setting conferences
c. Nov. – how to determine strategies or find strategies for students’ goals – when to
set a new goal
d. Dec. – what are compliment conferences
e. Jan. – research-compliment conferences, assessing students’ growth fall to winter
f. Feb. – what are coaching conferences
g. March – check in, all conferences have been taught, daily conferences support
h. April – check in, daily conferences support
i. May – assessing students’ growth fall, winter, and spring, student survey
j. June – wrap up the year, survey, improvements for next year
Created by Rebecca Klenk 2021

6. Reminder of next meeting
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Appendix H: Student’s goal and strategies tracker

_______________________’s Reading Goal

Goal: _______________________

Date: _____________

Strategies to help reach goal
1. _______________________________________

2. _______________________________________

3. ________________________________________

4. ________________________________________

5. _________________________________________
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Appendix I: Teacher end of the year survey
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Appendix J: Student beginning of year survey
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Appendix J: Student beginning of year survey
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Appendix J: Student beginning of year survey
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Appendix J: Student beginning of year survey
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Appendix K: Student end of year survey
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Appendix K: Student end of the year survey
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